A Second Chance (Amish Romance Secrets Book 5)
True love does not strike twice in one lifetime - that’s what fifty-three year old Rebecca thought until she met Amish man, Jeremiah. While Rebecca contemplates her baptism and return to the Amish, her late husband’s niece, Morgan, lands on her doorstep. Rebecca tries to help the troubled teenager sort out her problems, but Jeremiah has very different ideas about how this should be achieved. Will the relentless aggravation of this rebellious teen and the constant reminder of the intense love that Rebecca had for her late husband be enough to drive Jeremiah away? Will Rebecca’s desire to help her niece lose her a second chance at love? While this book is part of a romance series, it can be read as a stand-alone book. Also in the #1 best selling Amish Romance series, ‘Amish Romance Secrets:’ A Simple Choice: Book 1 Annie’s Faith: Book 2 A Small Secret: Book 3 Ephraim’s Chance: Book 4 Choosing Amish: Book 6 All Samantha Price’s Amish romance books are clean reads. Download free with Kindle Unlimited.
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**Customer Reviews**

The fifth book in the series was very interesting. Dealing with people in the 50s and 60s along with a
teenager made for many quandaries. The young Morgan seemed to be always causing more stress for the older couple who are planning to marry. Dealing with a teenager can be quite difficult and how these situations occur and their outcome. I enjoyed this story as I did the previous four books. Good reading and well written. Enjoy them as did I.

I loved finally reading about Rebecca and Jeremiah and meeting Morgan. I only gave this book 4 stars because it seemed a little rushed at times. I would love to see more books in this series especially one that showed us where the characters from the other books in the series are at also.

I liked the book. I read Amish books and I love the forgiveness of God’s people. Things don’t always go the way we want, and I am so happy to see other stories. You could feel the love of God shining through the people. I would recommend these books. Thanks Samantha

As with all Samantha Price books i have read i just can’t put them down. Just when Rebecca thought she knew what was happening in her life trouble literally knocked on her door. I can recommend this book for people to read if they are interested in the Amish or want some light reading at night.

I enjoyed this series so much I had a hard time to put it away at night I loved the way each chapter started with scripture only thing I didn't like was the books were too short

I really enjoy this author. I like the scripture at the beginning of each chapter. Each story teaches a gentle lesson. The only thing I don’t like, and find distracting, is the way characters “pop” food into their mouths. “She popped a forkful of chicken”, ”she popped a small bit of pie”, ”she popped two spoons of honey”. It’s just weird. I picture these gentle people “popping” food into their mouths and it takes me away from the story.

Here I am again love your books. Still things to find out but still the last book to go which is Choosing Amish. So glad that Jererish and Rebecca got back together. Waiting to see what happen to Morgan. I am sorry I will still the last book of this series. Please do let me know about more books. As always Sharon email address bilshaboy@yahoo Thanks again

Another great by Samantha Price. This is a great story of compassion and understanding the
difficult daily tasks that life offers in time with prayer and understanding the book takes us through the difficult choice we are sometimes made to see could be a blessing in his name for us to grow.
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